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Abstract— In this paper, we present a novel wide baseline based
approach to detect and match feature points in image series. We
found the wide baseline correspondence problem with large scale,
rotation, illumination and affine transformations is still not
tackled very well. We proposed a new matching method which
based on multi-scale Harris algorithm and two-way guided
matching to achieve large number of accurate point
correspondences between un-calibrated image sequences of the
same scene for wide baseline. We apply our method in the
experiments of 3D object reconstruction with satisfied results. It
shows that the guided matching method can be used for severe
scene variations and provide evidence of improved performance
with respect to the SIFT distance and Harris matchers. It is also
useful to the matching in short baseline, and the results of this
method are better than that of the traditional method.
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INTRODUCTION

Wide Baseline Matching (WBM) is one of the most
important issues that have been extensively studied in the field
of computer vision, as well as the foundation of many
computer vision theory and applications [1][2][3] such as
object identification, camera calibration, 3D reconstruction,
and motion analysis. Meanwhile, WBM is a bottleneck in the
field of computer vision research. Therefore, research on
WBM is of significant importance. WBM primarily divides
into two parts: feature point detection and matching.
The primary methods of feature point detection are Harris
feature point extraction algorithm and Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT [14]) feature point extraction algorithm.
Both of them have their own advantages and disadvantages.
To get better corner detection results, Keju [6] combined the
two algorithms during 3D reconstruction on demand. But this
method has limited the range of application, which means that
it is not applicable if we merely to get more and more accurate
feature points. Schmid [5] reported that corner extraction
algorithm, being invulnerable to camera pose and sunlight,
performs the best currently. However, as for vision systems
with large scale changing, this method can hardly guarantee
invariability of the feature points. In this case, the paper
provides a novel multi-scale corner detection approach which
combines scale space theory and Harris feature point detection
algorithm.
To match feature points, generally, the relative methods
are used to achieve the correspondence of two images’ point
sets. Considering noise interference, light conditions, and
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other factors which may result in a great number of
mismatches, however, removing mismatches is essential. One
of the direct ways to remove mismatches is to find an affine
transformation which is applicable to all the feature points in
the image, and then use it to pre-estimate the position of these
feature points located in the other image [4]. Nevertheless, it is
not applicable to complicated scenes. To solve this problem,
Ferrari et al. [3] proposed to estimate local affine
transformation matrix for every pair of corresponded feature
points, using least mean square method. Later it was suggested
in another approach that this affine transformation matrix
should be compared to the predetermined threshold to gather
the most similar points to the affine transformation matrix.
Although this method has been proven to be effective in
confirming mismatches, it pays a high cost of computational
complexity. Currently, a comparatively better method in the
field of removing mismatches is to use epipolar geometry
restriction proposed by Zhang [9]. This method can produce
excellent results on the condition that matching points are less
in quantity and parallax is small. However, there are two
issues remained to be solved. One is that the quantity of
matching points is relatively small. The other is the restriction
of disparity. Increasing the disparity means enlarging the
match searching window, while enlarged match searching
window will probably introduce mismatches.
In response to the above problems, we propose a novel
approach combining epipolar geometry, homograph constraint,
mismatch detection and guided matching which, to some
extent, greatly make up the deficiency in these two areas
mentioned above. At first, we use relative method to conduct
initial match of the image feature points set. Secondly, we use
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) method to estimate
fundamental matrix and homography matrix and remove
mismatches in correspondence. Then, we remove mismatches
again according to euclidean distance. Finally, we use
optimized fundamental and homography matrix guiding the
matching to get more and more accurate matching points.
In 3D objects reconstruction, the quality of WBM will
affect the result of reconstruction directly. The purpose of this
paper is to get a better algorithm in WBM, and apply it to 3D
reconstruction. Then the accuracy of 3D objects reconstruction
will be enhanced, and fewer cameras or video cameras will be
used in experiment.
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II.

FEATURE POINT DETECTION

An effective feature point detection algorithm is
introduced in this section. We introduce the scale space theory
at first.
A. Scale Space Theory
Scale space theory is carried out by scaling the original
image to obtain multi-scale sequence of scale space, and
extracting the main contour based on the sequence as a feature
vector, to achieve edge detection, corner detection and feature
extraction on different resolutions. As an important concept in
scale space theory written by Lindbergh [12][13] that scale
space is describing original image at different levels, each layer
has a scale parameter which may be discrete and also can be
continuous. All scales of space should have the following
properties:


All the signals should be defined in the same domain.



With the growth of scale parameters, the output image
is increasingly blurred.



Details contained at the coarse level of a signal are
less than that at the fine level. If the local maximum is
a measure of smoothness, as the scale blurred, extreme
non-increasing, this property is known as the “scale
space causality”.



All that is generated by a convolution operator.

Scale space kernel is defined as:
, ,

, ,

,

(1)

In (1), I x, y is the original image, σ is the scale parameter.
For all the images I, if the extremes of the image L x, y, σ
obtained after its convolution with transform kernel K is less
than the extremes of original image, then we call K the scale
space kernel. Generally we only use the Gaussian kernel as the
scale convolution. Because in Gauss scale space, fine-scale
information on the parameter value with the increase in scale
was inhibited in the scale of the change from coarse to fine
process, no new structure. However, since Gauss kernel is
linear, translation invariant, rotation invariant, has subset
features and many other properties, it can be proved that Gauss
kernel is the only transform kernel to achieve scale space
transformation [8]. Feature points and edges of the same type at
different scales have a causal relationship, which means that
when scale changes, new feature points may arise while old
ones may be displaced or disappear. The ambiguity brought by
the causal relationship is inherent and inevitable which should
never be expected to be eliminated but it can be decreased.
B. Multi-Scale Harris Feature Point Detection Algorithm
Multi-scale Harris feature point detection algorithm was
introduced and the experimental results of this method was
given in this section.
1) Harris Operator of Scale Space
Harris operator R can be represented as:
(2)
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In (2),

, k is empirical value,

which usually between 0.04~0.06. To obtain the presentation of
Harris operator, I , I can respectively be represented as ：
,

∗

,

(3)

,
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(4).

Then the C x function of Harris algorithm will become
,

,

∗

,
,

,
,

(5)

In (5), σ
σ is the selected scale parameter to calculate
feature points; σ
sσ is the differential scale; G σ is
Gaussian function. Through judging to detect the feature corner
under σ scale level
(6).
2) Multi-Scale Harris Feature Point Detection Algorithm
Arithmetic operator LOG g is forwarded by [7]. Twodimensional LOG operator can be represented as:



,

(7)

Where f x, y is the function to be detected. Using a typical
template LOG operator in the text to detect whether the corner
point measured under a certain specified scale level is the
extreme value, which result in an invariant scale feature corner.
The procedure of multi-scale Harris feature point detection
algorithm procedure is as follows:


Primarily select scale variables σ and the threshold
value T, using formula (6) and (7) to calculate the
candidate feature corner of each scale level.



Use iterative algorithm to detect whether the LOG
operator of each scale level candidate corner points to
obtain the maximum value, and determine the results
in the location and scale of the final feature corner.
Consider the entire scale space of the image, assumed
σ large-scale
to detect the corner set C under σ
σ ,
level. Decrease the image scale coordinate to σ
and detect new corner set C
in the neighborhood
, regard C
as the
of the image. If there is C
corner feature set of the current image. Repeat the
above process until there is no change of C
, or
until the scale is small enough.

3)
Compare Experimental Results of multi-scale Harris
Feature Point Detection Algorithm with That of Ordinary
Harris Algorithm
During experiment, taking the standard deviation
proportional constant of Gaussian kernel function S 0.7 ,
k 0.04 [7], use a typical 5 5 LOG operator.
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When σ is taken as 2, 1 and multi-scale, the resuults of
feaature point exttracting of thee original imaage which is sshown
higghlighted are sshown as folloows:

Figure1. Tradittional Harris featuure point detectioon of different scaales
compareed with multi-scaale Harris feature ppoint detection

Stability crriteria, reliabbility criteriaa, and anti-noise
perrformance cann be applied too evaluate the superior or innferior
of the detectionn algorithm inn a certain corrner [8][12]. These
thrree criteria aree determined by the repetittion rate γ off both
iniitial detectionn of the cornner and the corner pointss that
dettected after thhe change of parameters, thrreshold value, or the
inccrease of the nnoise. In our experiment, w
we test the staability
criiteria of the m
multi-scale H
Harris feature point detectioon by
chaanging the scaare.
| ⋂ |
100%
(8)
|

|,,|

|

In (8), C denotes the detected featuure points seet. |C |
reppresents the nuumber of elem
ments in the colllection C . Foormula
(8)) shows that the bigger thhe repetition rate
r γ is, the more
staable the algorrithm will be.. Results of ddifferent scalees for
corrner detection to the originaal image is shoowed in Figuree 1, C
is the corner seet with fixed scale of σ 1, C is the corner
c
points set with tthe scale of σ ∈ 2,6 , calcculate the repeetition
ratte of C and C respectivelyy. See the expperimental resuults in
Figgure 2.

IIII.

FEATURE
E POINT MATCH
HING

IIn this secttion, initial matching, epipolar
e
geom
metry
connstraint and hoomography connstraint are inttroduced. Twoo-way
guided matching is proposed.
A. Initial Matchiing
Initial match consists of tw
wo steps: genneral matchingg and
speecific matchiing. Generall matching is achievedd by
resppectively calcculating the correlation coeefficient of feeature
poinnts of the twoo images. Whhen the correlaation coefficieent is
largger than a giveen threshold vvalue, both thee feature pointts are
connsidered to be reciprocal, andd therefore beccome the canddidate
of tthe correspondding feature pooints. x Is the ffeature point oof I ,
whiile x is the feature point off I . First of alll, assume x, x is
a reeal correspondding feature pooint, then withiin its neighborrhood
therre might be m
more corresponnding feature ppoint y, y , w
where
y annd y are respectively withinn the neighboorhood of x annd x .
Thee necessary coondition that y,
y y ′ is supporrted by real feeature
poinnt x, x is: thhe angle betw
weenx, y andd x , y shouuld be
lesss than the preeliminary set value. Searcch support streength
from
m the neighboorhood to accuumulate matchhing strength. S
Since
onee feature poinnt can match more than onne candidate, each
corrresponding pooint has support strength. T
Therefore, wee just
connsider the maxximum supporrt of each neigghborhood annd the
sym
mmetry of suchh support.
B. Using Epipolaar Geometry aand Homograpphy Constrainnt to
Eliminate Missmatches
In this sectioon, fundamenntal matrix F and homogrraphy
mattrix H are calcculated, and thhe mismatches are removed aat the
sam
me time.
1)) Epipolar Geometry
G
Connstraint
In two imagges that view
w from diffeerent view pooints,
epippolar geometrry constraint is the certain limit betweenn the
corrresponding pooints of the same physical space point w
when
colllecting. It can be algebraicaally described bby the fundam
mental
mattrix.
0

(9)

In (9), F is fundamental matrix, m annd m is a paair of
mattching points of two imaages. Becausee there are m
many
missmatches among the initial matching poinnts, directly uuse of
usuual least squarees method to calculate
c
the ffundamental m
matrix
doees not achievve good resuults. We chooose the RAN
NSAC
[100][11] methodd, which is thhought to be more robust.. The
proocess of using RANSAC meethod to get F is also the process
of rremoving the m
mismatches.

Figure 2. Com
mparison of 2 kindds Harris feature ppoint repetition raate

It can be seeen from the above
a
graph thhat, when thee scale
chaanges, repeataability of the sccale space theeory which bassed on
Haarris feature ppoint detectionn method for duplicate dettection
ratte is significanntly higher thann the original H
Harris methodd, that
is to say, Harriss feature pointt detection meethod that bassed on
scaale space theorry is more stabble and reliable .
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2)) Homograpphy Constrainnt
Homography constraint maps
m
the pointss of one geom
metry
planne surface to another. It is a reversible m
mapping and oobeys
keeeping linear. m and m are correspondinng match poinnts of
the two images, sso that the hom
mography H shhould obey:
(10)
SAC method again
During experriment, we appply the RANS
f
the solutiion for H, at tthe same timee, further elim
minate
to find
missmatches. Thee polar line ruuns through thhe entire image in
epippolar geometrry constraint, which still has
h relatively large
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maatching space. As for the im
mages with lotts of feature ppoints,
theere are still plenty of m
mismatches affter using eppipolar
geoometry constrraint. The meentioned hom
mography consstraint
meethod above can
c further dim
minish the scoope of matchiing so
thaat matching pprecision is prroved. H is a mapping of ppoints
froom one geom
metric plane surface to another, whiich is
inaapplicable to the images of significaant depth chhange.
Neevertheless, most
m
physical scene images have little depth
chaange, by approopriately broaddening the thrreshold of matcching,
good results can be achieved inn practice.
Guided M
Matching by U
Using Epipolarr Geometry annd
Homograaphy Constrainnt
The above matching
m
process has removved a large nuumber
of mismatches, but it gets lesss correct mattching points at the
me time. In orrder to solve thhis problem, we
w integrated thhe use
sam
of epipolar geoometry and hoomography coonstraint to guided
g
maatching. Redireect and match all feature points of image I and
I to get more accurate matchhing points.
The epipolarr geometry connstraint show tthat m which is the
maatching point oof m (m is thhe feature poinnts detected inn I ) is
neccessarily adjaccent to the corrresponding poolar line. Accoording
to homography constraint, m is also near to estimation point
mentioned areas are
m . S3 the interrsection of thee above two m
thee approximatee area where tthe matching points located, see
Figgure 3below.

A.

Experimentaal Operation
The entire prrocess of expeerimental test ooperation is shhown
in F
Figure 4:
(4)g
guided match
the feature
poin
nts of I1

(2)Initial
Matching

(1)Feature
points
detection

33)

Figgure 3. The searchhing scope of guidded matching

Compared w
with the initial match, selectiing the area deefined
in S3 to guided m
matching havee greatly diminnished the searrching
rannge of finding matching poiints and reduceed but cannot avoid
miismatching. Appply the eucliddean distance detection methhod to
callculate the euuclidean distannce between m and m , soort the
maatching pointss from short to long in acccordance witth the
eucclidean distannce, and selectt the top-rankeed matching ppoints.
Fuurther diminishh the thresholdd for interior ppoints of RAN
NSAC
meethod, and use top-ranked matching poiints to solve F, H.
Thhen to guided match and sellect the accuraate matching ppoints
witth the euclideean distance aggain, see Figurre 4, use two ccycles
guided matchingg to obtain m
more accurate F and H and make
moore accurate m
matching. The above steps hhave completeed the
guided matchingg of the featurre points of I . Similarity, apply
thee same methodd to guided matching
m
the fe
feature points of I ,
andd then take theeir union set.
Our experim
ment guides alll the feature pooints for the ssecond
rouund of guidedd matching raather than keeep only top-rranked
points, because eeach round willl get even bettter.
IV
V. EXPERIMEN
NTS AND RESU
ULT
The proceduures and resultts of our experriment are shoown in
thiis section.
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(3)Calculating
the F and H
base on I1

Cycle
twice

(5)Sel ecting the
ve accurate
relativ
matchin
ng point

(6)Operate on the
p
of I 2
matching point
follow (3)(4)(5)

(7)
Merging
the
results

Begin
End

Figure 4. Flow cchart of the whole experiment

B.

Experimentaal Results
In order to verify the feasibility of prroposed algorrithm,
d
im
mages
thiss paper conduccted experimennts with two downloaded
capptured by an uun-calibrated S
SLR camera fr
from different view
poinnts, and the pparallax anglee is 85 degrees. The two im
mages
we used are as foollow:

Figure 5. Orriginal images

The results are
a showed in Figure 6-Figuure 8. Every pair of
mattching points in I and I iss connected byy a straight liine in
the figure. Figuree 6 shows the rresults of initiaal matching, F
Figure
7 sshows the m
matching resuults of epipolar geometryy and
hom
mography connstraint. Figuree 8 shows the results of twoo-way
guided matchingg. The numbeer of accuratee matching ppoints
beffore guided m
matching is 1002, and the nuumber of matcching
poinnts after two-w
way guided m
matching is 3200 pairs. We caan see
from
m the correspoonding matchiing points from
m Figure 8 thaat the
amoount of the feaature points iss relatively larrge and matchh each
other accurately, but the matchhing points whhich can expresss the
feattures of the boox, such as feaature points att the top side oof the
boxx are not matcched by our m
method for the epipolar geom
metry
connstraint can ffit the wholee image, butt the homogrraphy
connstraint cannott. In our expeeriment, the m
method of WB
BM is
eveen applicable tto the image ppairs whose paarallax angle aare 85
deggrees, but it iss more suitabble to that less than 80 deggrees.
Figgure 9-Figure 111 are the resuults of our appproach by usinng the
prooposed imagess whose paralllax angle is 65 degrees. Wee can
easily find out tthat after appllying two-wayy guided matcching
algoorithm, nearlyy all feature points are matcched correctlyy, and
therre is no error m
matching at alll.
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Figure 11. Two-way Guuided matching (6685 pairs)
Figure 6. Innitial matching

To verify thee correctness of our algoritthm, we calcuulated
the parallax anglee of the imagees and conducted experimennts on
fouur groups of error
e
rate testting. The resuults show thaat the
calcculated parallaax angle is in accordance
a
wiith the real parrallax
anggle.
60%
40%
Error Rate

Figgure 7. The resultss of using epipolaar geometry and hoomography constrraint to
remove mism
matches (102 pairs))

Initial
Match
hing

20%

Guidee‐
Match
hing

0%
Exp1 Exp
p2

Exp3

E
Exp4

Figure 12. R
Results Statistics

Figure 12 shows the iniitial matchingg and the guuided
mattching error raate. As can be seen from thee chart, this meethod
greatly reduces thhe matching errror rate.
V. CONCLUSION A
AND FUTURE WORK
Figurre 8. Two-way guuided matching (3220 pairs)

Figure 9. IInitial matching

Figure 10. The results off using epipolar geeometry and
homograpphy constraint to remove
r
mismatchhes (198 pairs)
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In this paper, we successfu
fully solved thhe problem off how
to oobtain sufficieent and reliablee matching pooints over two wide
basseline image ppairs. First, a large numberr of feature points
p
are detected byy using multii-scale Harriss corner deteection
algoorithm. Then, we compreheensively applyy epipolar geom
metry
andd homographyy constraint tto guided maatching algorrithm,
whiich effectivelyy settle the connflict betweenn wide baseline and
suff
fficient matchiing points wiithout reducinng the accuraccy of
the matching pooints. Meanwhhile we have applied Eucliidean
disttance to filterr the matchinng points, makking the matcching
more precise. F
Finally, we hhave tested a number of wide
basseline image pairs
p
under ddifferent severre camera mootions
witth illuminationn changes, self-similarities, and have obtaained
the excellent ressults for all of
o the images. The experim
ments
shoow that this alggorithm can eeffectively deteect and matchh, and
it aalso has better match properrty compared with
w the tradittional
corrner detection and matchinng algorithm. This methodd can
incrrease the quantity of com
mmon points in 3D and then
enhhance the accuuracy of 3D rreconstructionn. However, ddue to
the homographyy constraint oof geometric pplane surfacee that
useed in this algoorithm, the piictures with great
g
depth chhange
usuually get poor test results, w
which still neeeds to be imprroved
in ffuture researchh.
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